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Redwood now recoats clipper anvils with the same  
material and quality you’ve grown to expect from the 
Metaloy name.

+ CNC processor poured urethane only
+ In-house and non-destructive testing for every core
+ Wear indicators available upon request
+ New cores and crates available upon request
+ Multiple sizes and configurations available

RENT OUR CLIPPER ANVIL ROLLERS

Metaloy Clipper Anvils 

Redwood Plastics and Rubber is proud to offer our 
Redco-a-Roller Rental Program for our Clipper  
Anvil Rollers. We believe that customers want  
flexibility and we are providing the means to do so.  

• Spare rollers in-stock 

• Can use for one year

• Dedicated crates for containment

Redwood Plastics provides clipper anvills with consistent quality. Their team is open to innovation and their 

customer service makes them a pleasure to work with. 

Brad Buckley, Maintenance Superintendent, Kettle Falls Plywood
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Lightweight enough to not overload your hydraulic  
cylinders but durable enough to last years, our new 
Tuffkast knockdown arms are ready to help you. 
 
Each arm comes with a urethane insert that can be 
easily replaced on-site when required.  

Tuffkast Knock Down Arms

We offer glue spreader rollers that can be grooved with 
industry-standard patterns for maximum effectiveness. 

We can replace your end caps, repair your cores and 
offer regrinds in-beween recoats.

Glue Spreader Rollers

For over 20 years, we have supplied urethane suction 
cups to help plywood and veneer mills grab and  
transport materials into designated locations. 

Custom sizes available in rubber or urethane. 

Plywood Suction Cups 

We can recoat your wheels or rolls in-house in a  
variety of rubber or urethane materials ranging from 
30A durometer to 75D durometer.

Up to 20” diameter and 200" in overall length

Wheel and Roll Recoats

Redwood Plastics and Rubber has provided reliable and durable 
solutions for the forestry industry for over 50 years. 

We specialize in turning stock shapes into custom solutions that 
increase safety, reduce maintenance and save costs. 

Some of our products include: UHMW Channels, Urethane  
Bushings, Sprockets, Nylon Sheaves, Rubber Rollers, Redco 
Deadplate and more.


